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Long-time effects in a simulation model of sputter erosion
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A simple (211)-dimensional discrete model is introduced to study the evolution of solid surface morpholo-
gies during ion beam sputtering. The model is based on the same assumptions about the erosion process as the
existing analytic theories. Due to its simple structure, simulations of the model can be performed on time scales
where effects beyond the linearized theory become important. Whereas for short times we observe the forma-
tion of ripple structures in accordance with the linearized theory, we find a roughening surface for intermediate
times. The long-time behavior of the model strongly depends on the surface relaxation mechanism.
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INTRODUCTION

During the last years, two features of surface morpho
gies created by ion beam sputtering have attracted partic
attention: ripple structures on submicrometer-length sc
and self-affine, rough surfaces.1

The formation of periodic ripple structures has been
served experimentally in amorphous materials,2 metallic
crystals,3,4 and semiconductors amorphized by the i
beam.5,6 Ripples are typically oriented perpendicular to t
projection of the ion beam in the surface plane for sm
angles of incidence,Q ~relative to the surface normal!,
whereas for larger anglesQ, the observed ripple pattern i
rotated by 90°. Surfaces eroded by ion bombardment m
also exhibit self-affine properties.7 With increasing ion flu-
ence, a crossover from ripple structures to self-affine, ro
surfaces has recently been observed experimentally.4

Our present understanding of these features is based
the work of Bradley and Harper~BH!,8 who found that Sig-
mund’s sputtering theory9 implies a curvature dependence
the sputtering yield. Based on BH a continuum theory
surface evolution by sputter erosion was formulated as
anisotropic Kuramoto-Sivashinsky~KS! equation10 with ad-
ditive noise.11–13 However, there are strong indications fro
experiment3,14 that surface relaxation processes are also
portant during pattern formation. Such processes have
yet been adequately included in existing theories. Our res
will show that the long-time behavior of patterns depen
crucially on details of surface relaxation.

To investigate the analytic theory beyond the lineariz
regime, numerical integrations of the KS equation have b
performed,15,16 which uncovered two markedly differen
long-time regimes, depending on the signs of the nonlin
couplings.

Computer simulations may be helpful in clarifying bo
the role of surface relaxation and of nonlinear effects. T
types of simulations have been performed up to now. K
ponenet al.17,18 calculated collision cascades emerging fro
single-ion impact within the binary collision approximatio
They find ripples in accordance with linearized BH theory18

which appear both with and without additional surface rel
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ation processes. This indicates the presence of an
induced surface diffusion mechanism, which has also b
predicted from BH.13 The simulations did not yet reach tim
scales where the nonlinear effects of the continuum theo
could be analyzed. On the other hand, scaling propertie
the roughness of ion-irradiated surfaces have also been
vestigated within this approach.17 In a different approach,
Cuernoet al.19 proposed a simple, discrete stochastic mo
with an update rule, which incorporates theQ dependence of
the sputtering yield and a simple curvature dependence o
erosion probabilityad hoc. Within this model, it is possible
to study the crossover from ripples to rough surfaces dur
the evolution of an irradiated one-dimensional system.

In the present paper, we introduce a simple, yet atomi
Monte Carlo~MC! model on a lattice, which includes th
same assumptions on energy deposition from ion impac
BH and we study the evolution of surface morphologies
yond the linearized regime for two different types of surfa
relaxation mechanisms.

MODEL

We model energy deposition by directly implementing t
result of Sigmund’s sputtering theory,9 upon which BH and
the existing analytical theories are based. The surface is
scribed as a two-dimensional field of discrete time-depend
height variablesh(x,y,t) on a square lattice of sizeL3L.
Heret denotes the time, measured in terms of ion fluence
our results, we also indicate the corresponding amoun
eroded material in terms of eroded monolayers~ML !. Peri-
odic boundary conditions are assumed, i.e.,h(x1L,y,t)
5h(x,y,t)5h(x,y1L,t). Initially the surface is flat, i.e.,
h(x,y,0)5h0. Two processes take place: erosion and surf
relaxation. For each erosion step an ion is started at a ran
position in @0,L#3@0,L# above the surface and moved t
wards the surface with incidence angleQ and an anglef
with respect to thex axis. After the ion has penetrated
distancea under the surface it stops and distributes its e
ergy. A particle at the surface obtains the energy given
Sigmund’s theory9:
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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E~x8,y8,z8!5
e

~2p!3/2sm2
expS2

~z81a!2

2s2
2

x821y82

2m2
D ,

~1!

where (x8,y8,z8) is the position of a particle in a local Ca
tesian coordinate system of the ion, where thez8 axis coin-
cides with the ion trajectory. A particle at pointr5(x,y,h)
on the surface is removed, i.e., the height variable decre
by 1, with a probability proportional toE(r ) ~see Fig. 1!.

For surface relaxation, we use either activated surface
fusion ~ASD! or Wolf-Villain ~WV! type irreversible relax-
ation as simplified models of high-temperature and lo
temperature relaxation mechanisms. ASD is implemente
a nearest-neighbor MC hopping process with an energE
5(J/2)(^ i , j &@h( i )2h( j )#2 as in Ref. 20~see also right par
of Fig. 1! and WV relaxation is implemented according
Ref. 21. For ASD a MC step is performed every 0.001L2

erosion steps with temperaturekbT/J50.2. The irreversible
WV process is completed for all surface atoms after ev
ion impact. System sizes up toL5256 are considered. To
avoid anisotropies, which may be induced by the square
tice, we have chosen the azimuthal anglef522°. The angle
Q was varied between 0° and 80°.

We use parametersa55.4, s53.3, andm51.7 ande
5(2p)3/2sm2 @which makes the prefactor in Eq.~1! equal to
1#. One should keep in mind that our choice ofe leads to
rather high sputtering yieldsY(Y'7.0) compared to experi
ments like Ref. 4, whereY50.3, . . .,0.5. According to BH,
the ripple wavelengthl scales likel}Y21/2 so that in our
simulations we expect patterns with correspondingly sma
length scales.

RESULTS

The model perfectly reproduces theQ dependence of the
sputtering yield of BH~Ref. 22! and thus should not be use
for too largeQ. Wavelength ratios obtained from simulation
@l(45°)/l(30°)50.89(10), l(60°)/l(30°)50.84(10),
l(70°)/l(30°)50.89(10)# agree reasonably well with linea
BH theory and with experiment.4

Next, we present results on the evolution of the morph

FIG. 1. The model consists of a square field of discrete he
variablesh(x,y), corresponding to piles ofh(x,y) particles at po-
sition (x,y). Left: each ion impact is modeled by an distributio
describing the energy deposited by the ion. Atoms on the sur
are removed with a probability proportional to the energy.Right:
surface diffusion, by decreasing height differences the energ
decreased.
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ogy of a surface relaxed by ASD to discuss the crosso
between different time regimes. Afterwards we will sho
that the morphologies reached with WV relaxation are co
pletely different.

For ASD, real-space pictures of the height profiles o
2563256 surface irradiated with ions underQ550° are
shown in Fig. 2 for increasing ion fluences. Figure 3 sho
structure factorsS(k)5uĥ(k)u2 for wave vectorski parallel
and k' perpendicular to the projection of the direction
the ion beam onto the flat surface. Hereĥ(k) is the Fourier
transform of height fluctuations @h(x,y)2h̄# @h̄
5(x,yh(x,y)/L2 being the average height#. First signs of a
structure appear after 1 ML of eroded material. For sh
times, after 3 ML have been sputtered (t52.73104 ions), a
pattern with a typical length scale of 7 lattice spacings can
seen in the real space pictures. After 30 ML have be
eroded (t52.53105) ripples oriented perpendicular to th
direction of the ion beam are visible and maxima in t
corresponding structure factor appear. For intermediate ti
(t52.63106 corresponding to 300 ML!, the ripples start to
disappear again. After long times (t59.33107 or 104 ML)
the morphology approaches a rough surface with anisotro
statistics of height fluctuations. In the structure factor,
peak indicating the ripples has strongly decreased andS(ki)
approaches a scaling behavior,S(ki);ki

22.83. A similar
crossover from ripples to a rough surface is also seen
experimentally obtained structure factors.4 Note that we also
have tested that when switching of the sputtering mec
nism, the structure factor obtained from pure surface dif
sion follows at long times the usualS(k);k22 behavior.1

The different time regimes are seen most clearly in
time evolution of the roughnessW2(t)51/L2(x,y@h(x,y,t)

t

ce

is

FIG. 2. Surface of a 2563256 system aftert ions have hit the
system.Q550°. Upper row left:t52.73104 ~corresponding to 3
ML of particles been eroded!. Upper row right: t52.53105 ~30
ML !. Lower row left: t52.63106 ~300 ML!. Lower row right: t
59.33107 (104 ML). The bars indicate the direction of the io
beam.
3-2
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FIG. 3. Structure factorS(ki) ~upper panel! andS(k') ~lower panel! for different ion fluences and forQ550°. The solid line in the upper
panel represents ak22.83 behavior. The data for the largest ion fluence are an average over ten independent runs, while the other da
are from 300 runs.
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2h̄(t)#2 ~see Fig. 4!. For short times the data exhibit a pos
tive curvature. During that period the ripple structure
formed. The crossover to intermediate times appears ra
abruptly in accordance with numerical solutions of the no
KS equation.16 A fit with an algebraic growth lawW;tb for
intermediate times revealsb50.168(2). Forlongest times, a
strong increase inW is observed. We assume that the end
the algebraic regime is marked by finite size effects, wh
remain to be studied in detail.

For WV relaxation and for short times, we again fin
ripples which behave in accordance with linear BH theo
The long-time morphologies, however, are completely diff
ent from ASD relaxed surfaces as can be seen in Fig
Generally, WV produces stable patterns of pronoun
ripples up to the longest times simulated. ForQ550° the
ripples are tilted by'17° against the direction perpendicul

FIG. 4. Surface roughnessW2 as a function of numbert of ions
for Q550°.
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to incidence, whereas forQ570° striplike domains oriented
approximately parallel to incidence appear, which cont
ripples with the same tilt angle of'17°.

In conclusion, we have presented a simple discrete mo
for (211)-dimensional surfaces subjected to ion beam sp
tering. The model is based on assumptions, which also
derly BH theory and continuum theories. The simplicity
the model allows us to simulate rather large systems o
time scales, where nonlinear effects become apparent.
have used the model to study distinct time regimes of surf
evolution under the influence of two different surface rela
ation mechanisms~ASD and WV!. For short times, we al-
ways find ripple formation in accordance with linear B
theory.

For longer times, the surface morphologies emerg
from ASD and from WV become qualitatively different. Fo
ASD, the ripple wavelength increases with increasing
fluence, and scaling behavior in the structure factor appe
Ripples get blurred and the surface morphology becom
rough, but stays anisotropic. Replacing ASD by WV surfa
relaxation, we find pronounced ripples in the long-time
gime. Note that in the earlier detailed simulations of the sp
tering process,18 basically the same result was obtained ev
when no surface diffusion was present. It was assumed

FIG. 5. Surfaces after long-time sputtering with Wolf-Villai
type surface diffusion. Left:Q550°. Right:Q570°.
3-3
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this is due to the smoothing mechanism introduced by
detailed modeling of the sputtering itself. In our simp
model, we need an additional surface relaxation proces
observe ripples, but we have found for short times no s
nificant differences between the WV and ASD cases. Hen
the nonlinear long-time regime allows a much better co
parison of different surface diffusion mechanisms.

WV relaxation and ASD may be considered as the s
plest type of relaxation mechanisms for low temperatu
and for high temperatures, respectively. Note that the aim
this work is not the evaluate the relaxation mechanisms
self, but to introduce a simple model which allows to stu
long-time effects and their dependence of the surface di
e
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sion mechanism. Other, more specific surface relaxa
mechanisms23–30 involving diffusion barriers may be studie
within our model using appropriate kinetic MC steps for s
face relaxation, especially the model can be easily exten
to describe different crystal structures and include surf
anisotropies.
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